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ABSTRACT
Feedback-directed random test generation is a widely used
technique to generate random method sequences. It lever-
ages feedback to guide generation. However, the validity of
feedback guidance has not been challenged yet. In this pa-
per, we investigate the characteristics of feedback-directed
random test generation and propose a method that exploits
the obtained knowledge that excessive feedback limits the
diversity of tests. First, we show that the feedback loop
of feedback-directed generation algorithm is a positive feed-
back loop and amplifies the bias that emerges in the candi-
date value pool. This over-directs the generation and limits
the diversity of generated tests. Thus, limiting the amount
of feedback can improve diversity and e↵ectiveness of gener-
ated tests. Second, we propose a method named feedback-
controlled random test generation, which aggressively con-
trols the feedback in order to promote diversity of generated
tests. Experiments on eight di↵erent, real-world application
libraries indicate that our method increases branch cover-
age by 78% to 204% over the original feedback-directed al-
gorithm on large-scale utility libraries.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.5 [Software Engineering]: Testing and Debugging—
Testing tools

General Terms
Algorithms, Reliability, Verification

Keywords
Random testing, Test generation, Diversity
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1. INTRODUCTION
Feedback-directed random testing [17] is a promising tech-

nique to automatically generate software tests. The tech-
nique can create random method sequences using public
methods from the classes of a system-under-test (SUT). It
is a general and test oracle independent technique to gen-
erate software tests. Due to its generality and flexibility,
many researchers have used feedback-directed random test-
ing. Some researchers leveraged feedback-directed random
testing as a part of their proposed methods [5, 25]. Others
used feedback-directed random testing to prove their the-
ories on random testing [11, 12]. There is an interesting
study that mined SUT specifications by analyzing the dy-
namic behavior of SUT observed during feedback-directed
random testing [18]. In addition, feedback-directed random
testing has already been adopted by industries and under-
gone intensive use [19].
Despite its importance, characteristics of feedback-directed

random testing have seldom been studied. To the best of
our knowledge, some studies have proposed extensions to
feedback-directed random testing [14, 27], but they failed
to analyze the nature of feedback-directed random testing.
Specifically, the idea of feedback guidance had never been
challenged. In this paper we investigate characteristics of
feedback-directed random testing by using a model SUT and
propose a new technique that exploits the obtained knowl-
edge that excessive feedback over-directs generation, ampli-
fies bias, and limits the diversity of generated tests.
We address two research questions in this paper.

RQ1: Why does the test e↵ectiveness stop increasing at
di↵erent points depending on random seeds?

RQ2: Can our proposed technique lessen the dependency
on random seeds and improve the overall performance
of test generation?

The resulting test e↵ectiveness of feedback-directed random
testing should di↵er because of its randomness. However,
the observed di↵erence is much larger than expected. For
example, the interquartile range marks 10% in our prelim-
inary experiment on the model SUT. This spoils the credi-
bility of feedback-directed random testing.
There are three contributions in this paper.

• We hypothesize that feedback guidance over-directs the
generation and limits the diversity of generated tests
and show that both average score and variance of test
e↵ectiveness improve by limiting the amount of feed-
back.

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or
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Subjects Type Size 
KLOC

Reg. 
Tests

Organ 
Tests

Idct Donor 2.3 - 3-5
Mytar Donor 0.4 - 4
Cflow Donor 25 - 6-20

Webserver Donor 1.7 - 3
TuxCrypt Donor 2.7 - 4-5

Pidgin Host 363 88 -
Cflow Host 25 21 -
SoX Host 43 157 -

           Case Study
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Kate Host 50 238 -
x264 Donor 63 - 5
Cflow Donor 22 - 13
Indent Donor 26 - 7
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Donor Host All Passed Regression Regression++ Acceptance
Idct Pidgin 16 20 17 16

Mytar Pidgin 16 20 18 20
Web Pidgin 0 20 0 18
Cflow Pidgin 15 20 15 16
Tux Pidgin 15 20 17 16
Idct Cflow 16 17 16 16

Mytar Cflow 17 17 17 20
Web Cflow 0 0 0 17
Cflow Cflow 20 20 20 20
Tux Cflow 14 15 14 16
Idct SoX 15 18 17 16

Mytar SoX 17 17 17 20
Web SoX 0 0 0 17
Cflow SoX 14 16 15 14
Tux SoX 13 13 13 14

TOTAL 188/300 233/300 196/300 256/300 
RQ1.1 RQ1.2 RQ2

Empirical Study !
RQ1,2
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ABSTRACT
Feedback-directed random test generation is a widely used
technique to generate random method sequences. It lever-
ages feedback to guide generation. However, the validity of
feedback guidance has not been challenged yet. In this pa-
per, we investigate the characteristics of feedback-directed
random test generation and propose a method that exploits
the obtained knowledge that excessive feedback limits the
diversity of tests. First, we show that the feedback loop
of feedback-directed generation algorithm is a positive feed-
back loop and amplifies the bias that emerges in the candi-
date value pool. This over-directs the generation and limits
the diversity of generated tests. Thus, limiting the amount
of feedback can improve diversity and e↵ectiveness of gener-
ated tests. Second, we propose a method named feedback-
controlled random test generation, which aggressively con-
trols the feedback in order to promote diversity of generated
tests. Experiments on eight di↵erent, real-world application
libraries indicate that our method increases branch cover-
age by 78% to 204% over the original feedback-directed al-
gorithm on large-scale utility libraries.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Feedback-directed random testing [17] is a promising tech-

nique to automatically generate software tests. The tech-
nique can create random method sequences using public
methods from the classes of a system-under-test (SUT). It
is a general and test oracle independent technique to gen-
erate software tests. Due to its generality and flexibility,
many researchers have used feedback-directed random test-
ing. Some researchers leveraged feedback-directed random
testing as a part of their proposed methods [5, 25]. Others
used feedback-directed random testing to prove their the-
ories on random testing [11, 12]. There is an interesting
study that mined SUT specifications by analyzing the dy-
namic behavior of SUT observed during feedback-directed
random testing [18]. In addition, feedback-directed random
testing has already been adopted by industries and under-
gone intensive use [19].
Despite its importance, characteristics of feedback-directed

random testing have seldom been studied. To the best of
our knowledge, some studies have proposed extensions to
feedback-directed random testing [14, 27], but they failed
to analyze the nature of feedback-directed random testing.
Specifically, the idea of feedback guidance had never been
challenged. In this paper we investigate characteristics of
feedback-directed random testing by using a model SUT and
propose a new technique that exploits the obtained knowl-
edge that excessive feedback over-directs generation, ampli-
fies bias, and limits the diversity of generated tests.
We address two research questions in this paper.

RQ1: Why does the test e↵ectiveness stop increasing at
di↵erent points depending on random seeds?

RQ2: Can our proposed technique lessen the dependency
on random seeds and improve the overall performance
of test generation?

The resulting test e↵ectiveness of feedback-directed random
testing should di↵er because of its randomness. However,
the observed di↵erence is much larger than expected. For
example, the interquartile range marks 10% in our prelim-
inary experiment on the model SUT. This spoils the credi-
bility of feedback-directed random testing.
There are three contributions in this paper.

• We hypothesize that feedback guidance over-directs the
generation and limits the diversity of generated tests
and show that both average score and variance of test
e↵ectiveness improve by limiting the amount of feed-
back.
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Execution Time (minutes)
Donor Host
Idct Pidgin 5 7 97

Mytar Pidgin 3 1 65
Web Pidgin 8 5 160
Cflow Pidgin 58 16 1151
Tux Pidgin 29 10 574
Idct Cflow 3 5 59

Mytar Cflow 3 1 53
Web Cflow 5 2 102
Cflow Cflow 44 9 872
Tux Cflow 31 11 623
Idct SoX 12 17 233

Mytar SoX 3 1 60
Web SoX 7 3 132
Cflow SoX 89 53 74
Tux SoX 34 13 94

Total

Empirical Study !
RQ3

Average

334 (min)

Std. Dev. Total

72 (hours)10 (Average)
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ABSTRACT
Feedback-directed random test generation is a widely used
technique to generate random method sequences. It lever-
ages feedback to guide generation. However, the validity of
feedback guidance has not been challenged yet. In this pa-
per, we investigate the characteristics of feedback-directed
random test generation and propose a method that exploits
the obtained knowledge that excessive feedback limits the
diversity of tests. First, we show that the feedback loop
of feedback-directed generation algorithm is a positive feed-
back loop and amplifies the bias that emerges in the candi-
date value pool. This over-directs the generation and limits
the diversity of generated tests. Thus, limiting the amount
of feedback can improve diversity and e↵ectiveness of gener-
ated tests. Second, we propose a method named feedback-
controlled random test generation, which aggressively con-
trols the feedback in order to promote diversity of generated
tests. Experiments on eight di↵erent, real-world application
libraries indicate that our method increases branch cover-
age by 78% to 204% over the original feedback-directed al-
gorithm on large-scale utility libraries.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.5 [Software Engineering]: Testing and Debugging—
Testing tools

General Terms
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1. INTRODUCTION
Feedback-directed random testing [17] is a promising tech-

nique to automatically generate software tests. The tech-
nique can create random method sequences using public
methods from the classes of a system-under-test (SUT). It
is a general and test oracle independent technique to gen-
erate software tests. Due to its generality and flexibility,
many researchers have used feedback-directed random test-
ing. Some researchers leveraged feedback-directed random
testing as a part of their proposed methods [5, 25]. Others
used feedback-directed random testing to prove their the-
ories on random testing [11, 12]. There is an interesting
study that mined SUT specifications by analyzing the dy-
namic behavior of SUT observed during feedback-directed
random testing [18]. In addition, feedback-directed random
testing has already been adopted by industries and under-
gone intensive use [19].
Despite its importance, characteristics of feedback-directed

random testing have seldom been studied. To the best of
our knowledge, some studies have proposed extensions to
feedback-directed random testing [14, 27], but they failed
to analyze the nature of feedback-directed random testing.
Specifically, the idea of feedback guidance had never been
challenged. In this paper we investigate characteristics of
feedback-directed random testing by using a model SUT and
propose a new technique that exploits the obtained knowl-
edge that excessive feedback over-directs generation, ampli-
fies bias, and limits the diversity of generated tests.
We address two research questions in this paper.

RQ1: Why does the test e↵ectiveness stop increasing at
di↵erent points depending on random seeds?

RQ2: Can our proposed technique lessen the dependency
on random seeds and improve the overall performance
of test generation?

The resulting test e↵ectiveness of feedback-directed random
testing should di↵er because of its randomness. However,
the observed di↵erence is much larger than expected. For
example, the interquartile range marks 10% in our prelim-
inary experiment on the model SUT. This spoils the credi-
bility of feedback-directed random testing.
There are three contributions in this paper.

• We hypothesize that feedback guidance over-directs the
generation and limits the diversity of generated tests
and show that both average score and variance of test
e↵ectiveness improve by limiting the amount of feed-
back.
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Case Study !
VLC

Transplant Time & Test Suites

Time (hours) Regression Regression++ Acceptance

H.264 26 1 1 1
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ABSTRACT
Feedback-directed random test generation is a widely used
technique to generate random method sequences. It lever-
ages feedback to guide generation. However, the validity of
feedback guidance has not been challenged yet. In this pa-
per, we investigate the characteristics of feedback-directed
random test generation and propose a method that exploits
the obtained knowledge that excessive feedback limits the
diversity of tests. First, we show that the feedback loop
of feedback-directed generation algorithm is a positive feed-
back loop and amplifies the bias that emerges in the candi-
date value pool. This over-directs the generation and limits
the diversity of generated tests. Thus, limiting the amount
of feedback can improve diversity and e↵ectiveness of gener-
ated tests. Second, we propose a method named feedback-
controlled random test generation, which aggressively con-
trols the feedback in order to promote diversity of generated
tests. Experiments on eight di↵erent, real-world application
libraries indicate that our method increases branch cover-
age by 78% to 204% over the original feedback-directed al-
gorithm on large-scale utility libraries.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Feedback-directed random testing [17] is a promising tech-

nique to automatically generate software tests. The tech-
nique can create random method sequences using public
methods from the classes of a system-under-test (SUT). It
is a general and test oracle independent technique to gen-
erate software tests. Due to its generality and flexibility,
many researchers have used feedback-directed random test-
ing. Some researchers leveraged feedback-directed random
testing as a part of their proposed methods [5, 25]. Others
used feedback-directed random testing to prove their the-
ories on random testing [11, 12]. There is an interesting
study that mined SUT specifications by analyzing the dy-
namic behavior of SUT observed during feedback-directed
random testing [18]. In addition, feedback-directed random
testing has already been adopted by industries and under-
gone intensive use [19].
Despite its importance, characteristics of feedback-directed

random testing have seldom been studied. To the best of
our knowledge, some studies have proposed extensions to
feedback-directed random testing [14, 27], but they failed
to analyze the nature of feedback-directed random testing.
Specifically, the idea of feedback guidance had never been
challenged. In this paper we investigate characteristics of
feedback-directed random testing by using a model SUT and
propose a new technique that exploits the obtained knowl-
edge that excessive feedback over-directs generation, ampli-
fies bias, and limits the diversity of generated tests.
We address two research questions in this paper.

RQ1: Why does the test e↵ectiveness stop increasing at
di↵erent points depending on random seeds?

RQ2: Can our proposed technique lessen the dependency
on random seeds and improve the overall performance
of test generation?

The resulting test e↵ectiveness of feedback-directed random
testing should di↵er because of its randomness. However,
the observed di↵erence is much larger than expected. For
example, the interquartile range marks 10% in our prelim-
inary experiment on the model SUT. This spoils the credi-
bility of feedback-directed random testing.
There are three contributions in this paper.

• We hypothesize that feedback guidance over-directs the
generation and limits the diversity of generated tests
and show that both average score and variance of test
e↵ectiveness improve by limiting the amount of feed-
back.
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VLC

H264



Donor Host All Passed Organ Test 
Suite Regression Regression++ Acceptance

Cflow Kate 16 18 20 17 18

Indent Kate 18 19 20 18 19

TOTAL 34/40 37/40 40/40 35/40 37/40

All Passed — RQ1.1 RQ1.2 RQ2

Case Study - Kate
Regression

40/40

RQ1.1

Regression++

35/40

RQ1.2

AcceptanceAll Passed

37/40

RQ2

34/40

All Passed

Organ Test 
Suite

37/40

—

Execution Time (minutes)

Donor Host Average (min) Std. Dev. (min) Total (hours)

Cflow Kate 101 31 33

Indent Kate 31 6 11

Total 132 18.5 44

Std. Dev. (min) Total (hours)

4418.5

Average (min)

132


